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SCIENCE

Evolution at Two Levels in
Humans and Chimpanzees
Their macromolecules are so alike that regulatory
mutations may account for their biological differences.

evidence concerning the molecular basis
of evolution at the organismal level.
We suggest that evolutionary changes
in anatomy and way of life are more
often based on changes in the mechanisms controlling the expression of
genes than on sequence changes in proteins. We therefore propose that regulatory mutations account for the major
biological differences between humans
and chimpanzees.

Similarity of Huinan and

Mary-Claire King and A. C. Wilson

Soon after the expansion of molecular
biology in the 1950's, it became evident
that by comparing the proteins and
nucleic acids of one species with those
of another, one could hope to obtain
a quantitative and objective estimate
of the "genetic distance" between species. Until then, there was no common
yardstick for measuring the degree of
genetic difference among species. The
characters used to distinguish among
bacterial species, for example, were entirely different from those used for
distinguishing among mammals. The
hope was to use molecular biology to
measure the differences in the DNA
base sequences of various species. This
would be the common yardstick for
studies of organismal diversity.
During the past decade, many workers have participated in the development and application of biochemical
methods for estimating genetic distance.
These methods include the comparison
of proteins by electrophoretic, immunological, and sequencing techniques, as
well as the comparison of nucleic acids
by annealing techniques. The only two
species which have been compared by
all of these methods are chimpanzees
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(Pan troglodytes) and humans (Homo
sapiens). This pair of species is also
unique because of the thoroughness
with which they have been compared
at the organismal level-that
is, at the
level of anatomy, physiology, behavior,
and ecology. A good opportunity is
therefore presented for finding out
whether the molecular and organismal
estimates of distance agree.
The intriguing result, documented in
this article, is that all the biochemical
methods agree in showing that the genetic distance between humans and the
chimpanzee is probably too small to
account for their substantial organismal
differences.
Indications of such a paradox already
existed long ago. By 1963, it appeared
that some of the blood proteins of
humans were virtually identical in
amino acid sequence with those of
apes such as the chimpanzee or gorilla
( 1 ) . In the intervening years, comparisons between humans and chimpanzees were made with many additional
proteins and with DNA. These results,
reported herein, are consistent with
the early results. Moreover, they tell us
that the genes of the human and the
chimpanzee are as similar as those of
sibling species of other organisms ( 2 ) .
So, the paradox remains. In order to
expIain how species which have such
similar genes can differ so substantially
in anatomy and way of life, we review

Chimpanzee Genes

To compare human and chimpanzee
genes, one compares either homologous
proteins or nucleic acids. At the protein
level, one way of measuring the degree
of genetic similarity of two taxa is to
determine the average number of amino
acid differences between homologous
polypeptides from each population. The
most direct method for determining this
difference is to compare the amino acid
sequences of the homologous proteins.
A second method is microcomplement
fixation, which provides immunological
distances linearly correlated with amino
acid sequence difference. A third method is electrophoresis, which is useful
in analyzing taxa sufficiently closely related that they share many alleles. For
the human-chimpanzee comparison all
three methods are appropriate, and thus
many human and chimpanzee proteins
have now been compared by each
method. We can therefore estimate the
degree of genetic similarity between
humans and chimpanzees by each of
these techniques.
Sequence and imtn~rnological comparisons o f proteins. During the last
decade, amino acid sequence studies
have been published on several human
and chimpanzee proteins. As Table 1
indicates, the two species seem to have
identical fibrinopeptides ( 3 ) , cytochromes c ( 4 ) , and hemoglobin chains
[alpha ( 4 ) , beta ( 4 ) , and gamma ( 5 ,
6 ) ] . The structural genes for these proteins may therefore be identical in humans and chimpanzees. In other cases,
for example, myoglobin (7) and the
107

delta chain of hemoglobin (5, 8), the
human polypeptide chain differs from
that of the chimpanzee by a single
arnino acid replacement. The amino
acid replacement in each case is consistent with a single base replacement
in the corresponding structural gene.
Owing to the limitations of conventional sequencing methods, exactly comparable information is not available for
larger proteins. Indeed, the sequence
information available for the proteins
already mentioned is not yet complete.
By applying the microcomplemeilt fixation method to large proteins, however,
one can obtain an approximate measure
of the degree of amino acid sequence
difference between related proteins ( 9 ) .
This method indicates that the sequences of human and chimpanzee
albumins (10) , transferrins ( 11) , and
carbonic anhydrases (4, 1 2 ) differ
slightly, but that lysozyme ( 1 3 ) is iclentical in the two species (Table 1) (14).
Based on the proteins listed in Table 1,
the average degree of difference between
human and chimpanzee proteins is

0

0

systems indicated in the table and
stains specific for the enzymatic activity of each protein. F o r a few intracellular
proteins (cytochrome c, the
Pan
1
2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9
10
hemoglobin chains, and myoglobin),
Fig. 1. Separation of human and chimpan- amino acid sequences have been pubzee plasma proteins by acrylamide elec- lished for both species, so that direct
trophoresis at pH 8.9. The proteins are: sequence comparison is also possible.
1, a,-macroglobulin; 2, third component
Most of the secreted proteins were
of complement; 3, transferrin; 4, haptocompared
by acrylamide gel electroglobin; 5, ceruloplasmin; 6, astrs-glycoprotein; 7, Cic-globulins; 8, a,-antitrypsin; phoresis of human and chimpanzee
9, albumin; and 10, el-acid glycoprotein.
plasma (15). The electrode chamber
The chimpanzee plasma has transferrin contained tris(hydroxymcthy1) aminogenotype Pan CC; the human plasma has
transferrin genotype Homo CC and hap- methane (tris) borate buffer, pH 8.9;
toglobin genotype 1-1. The direction of acrylalnide gel slabs were made with
tris-sulfate buffer, pH 8.9. Gels were
migration is from left to right.
stained with amido black, a general protein dye. The identification of bands o n
syrnbol Si represents the probability a gel stained with this dye poses a
that human and chimpanzee alleles will problem. since it is not obvious, parbe electrophoretically identical at a ticularly for less concentrated proteins,
particular locus i, o r
which protein each band represents. We
determined the electrophoretic mobilities of the plasma proteins by applying
the same sample to several slots of the
where x, is the frequency of the jth same gel, staining the outside columns,
allele at the ith locus in hunlan popu- and cutting horizontal slices across the
lations, and y t j the frequency of the jth unstained portion of the gel at the posiallele at the ith locus in chimpanzee tion of each band. T h e protein was
populations f o r all A , alleles at that eluted separately from each band in
amino acid sites per 1000 substitutions. locus. F o r example, Table 2 indicates 0.1 to 0.2 milliliter of an appropriate
That is, the sequences of human and the frequencies of the three alleles isotonic tris buffer ( 9 ) and tested for
chimpanzee polypeptides examined to (APT APb, and A P C ) found at the acid reactivity with a series of rabbit antidate are, 011 the average, more than 99 phosphatase locus for human and serums, each specific for a particular
percent identical.
chimpanzee populations. The probability human plasma protein, by nieans of
Electrophoretic cornparisotz o f pro- of identity of human and chimpanzee immunoelectrophoresis and immunoteins. Electrophoresis can provide an alleles at this locus, that is, Si is (0.29 diffusion in agar (1.5, 1 6 ) . The results
independent estimate of the average x 0 ) -!- (0.68 X 1.00)
(0.03 X O), o r of this analysis are shown in Fig. 1.
Some of the secreted proteins were
amino acid sequence difference between 0.68.
closely related species. W e have comOf the loci in Table 2, 31 code for compared by means of other electropared the human and chimpanzee poly- intracellular proteins; 1 3 code for se- phoretic methods as well. Albumin and
peptide prod~lctsof 44 different struc- creted o r extracellular proteins. I n gen- transferrin were surveyed by cellulose
tural genes. Table 2 indicates the allelic eral, the intracellular proteins were an- acetate electrophoresis; and a,-aatitrypfrequencies and the estimated proba- alyzed by starch gel electrophoresis of sin, Gc-globulin (group-specific combility of identity at each locus. The red blood cell lysates, with the buffer ponent), the haptoglobin chains, lysozyme, and plasma cholinesterase were
analyzed on starch gels, with the buffers
indicated
in Table 2.
Table 1. Differences in amino acid sequences 01 human and chimpanzee polypeptides. Ly~ozyme, carbonic anhydiase, albumin, and transferr~n have been compared ~mmunologicallyby
Thc results of all electrophoretic
the microcomplement fixation technique. Amino acid sequence? have been determined for the con~parisonsare summarized in Fig. 2.
other proteins. Numbers in parentheses indicate references fot each protein.
About half of the proteins in this surProtein
Amino acid differences
Amino acid sltes vey are electrophoretically identical for
the two species, and about half of them
Fibrinopeptides A and B ( 3 )
0
30
are different. Only a few loci are
0
104
Cjtochrome c ( 4 )
-0
130
highly polymorphic in both species (see
Lyqozyme (13)
0
141
Hemoglobin a ( 4 )
17).
0
146
Hemoglobin p ( 4 )
The proportion of alleles at an "av0
146
Hemoglobin
(5, 6)
erage"
locus that are electrophoretically
0
146
I-Temoglobin
(5, 6)
identical in human and chimpanzee
1
146
Hemoglobin 6 (5, 8 )
1
153
populations can be calculated from
Myoglobin (7)
-3
264
Carbonic anhydrase (4, 12)
Table 2 and Eq. 3, where L is the num-6
580
Serum albunun ( 1 0 )
bcr of loci observed:
-8
647
Transferrin (11)
s = - (1S , + S a + .
. . + S ~ ) = 0 . 5 2 (3)
Total
-19
2633

] Homo
- I

2 3 4 5 6 7 7 8

9

+

L

108
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In other words, the probability that
human and chimpanzee alleles will be
electrophoretically identical at a particular locus is about one-half.
Agreement between electrophoresis
and protein sequencing. The results of

electrophoretic analysis can be used to
estimate the average number of amino
acid differences per polypeptide chain

for humans and chimpanzees, for comparison with the estimate based on
amino acid sequences and immunological data. To calculate the average amino
acid sequence difference between human
and chimpanzee proteins, we need first
an estimate of the proportion (c) of
amino acid substitutions detectable by
electrophoresis. Electrophoretic tech-

niques detect only amino acid substitutions that change the net charge of the
protein observed. Four amino acid side
chains are charged at pH 8.6: arginine,
lysine, glutamic acid, and aspartic acid.
The side chain of histidine is positively
charged below approximately pH 6. The
proportion of accepted point mutations
that would be detectable by the buffer

Table 2. Electrophoretic comparison of chimpanzee and human proteins. In the first column, E n ~ y m eCommission numbers are given in parentheses; N is thz number of chimpanzees analyzed, both in this study and by other investigators. Abbreviations: MW, molecular weight; aa,
amino acids; tris, tris(hydroxymethy1)aninomethane; EDTA, ethylenediaminetetraacetate. Secreted proteins differ more frequently for the two
species than intracellular proteins ( 9 3 ) .
Comments and references:
Irztracellular proteins
Acid phosphatase
(3.1.3.2); N = 86
AP'
AP"
APC
Adenosine deaminase
(3.5.4.4); N = 22
ADA'
AD A"
ADAaI"27
Adenylate kinase
(2.7.4.3); N = 86
AK'
AK'
Carbonic anhydrase
I or B (4.2.1.1);
N = 111
Cytochrome c

1.OO

Esterase A,
(3.1.1.6);
N = 111
Esterase A,$
(3.1.1.6); N = 111
Esterase A,
(3.1.1.6); N = 111
EsrASa
EstA,"
Esterase B
(3.1.1.1), N = 111
Glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase
(1.1.1.49); N = 86
Gri"
Gd"

0.68

Iied cells; 15,000 MW; 110 aa; citrate-phosphate, pH 5.9, starch electrophoresis (54, 55)

0

Red cells; 35,000 MW; 300 aa; chimpanzee protein faster on starch
electrophoresis (54) ; polymorphism in human populations (16)

0.98

Red cells; 21,500 MW; 190 aa; well buffer is citrate-NaOH, p H 7.0;
gel buffer is histidine-NaOH, p H 7.0, starch electrophoresis (54, 56, 57)

1.OO

Rcd cells; 28,000 MW; 264 aa; well buffer is borate-NaOH, pH 8.0;
gel butier is borate-NaOH, pH 8.6, starch electrophoresis (56, 58)
Mitochondria; 12.400 MW; 104 aa; sequence identity based on amino
acid analysis (5); possible heterogeneity in man (59)

1.00

0

Red cells; well buffer is lithium borate, p H 8.2; gel buffer is lithiumborate and tris-citrate, p H 7.3, starch electrophoresis (58, 60)

Absent

See esterase A ,
0

See esterase A,

1.OO

See esterase A,

0.99

370 aa; phosphate, p H 7.0.
Red cells; six subunits, each 43,000 MW;
starch electrophoresis (56); A and B variants identical by microcomplement fixation (61); sequences differ by one amino acid, aspartic
acid in A variant, a\paragine in B variant (61)

-

Glutamate-oxalacetate
transaminase
(soluble form)
.$GOT"
Glutathione
reductase
(1.6.4.2); N = 64
GSR2 and GSR:'
GSR6
GSR"
Hemoglobin a
chain; N = 108
Hb."
Hb."
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-

430 aa; tris-citrate, pH
Red cells; two subunits, each 50,000 MW;
7.0, starch electrophoresis (62); chimpanzee protein faster (63)

6.97
0.01
0.02

1.00
0
0

0.97

~~
Red cells; tris-EDl'A, pH 9.6, starch electrophoresis: p o l y m o r p h i s ~in
human populations (64), possibly associated with gout; G S R and
GSR:' not distinguishable at p H 9.6

1.oo
< 0.01

0.99
0.01

0.99

Red cells; 15,100 MW; 141 aa; tris-glycine, pH 8.4. cellulose acetate
electrophoresis (15); tryptic peptides of human and chimpanzee a
chains identical (65); chimpanzee a chain variant is electrophoretically identical to human IlbJ (66)

(Table 2

r, ~ontrnrledon

pages 110

and 111)

109

Locus ( i )
and allele ( i )

Allele frequency

Probability

,-.

Comments and references*

Human*

Chimpanzee

0.99
0.01

0.99
0.01

0.98

Red cells; 16,000 MW; 146 aa; tris-glycine, pH 8.4, cellulose acetate
electrophoresis (15); amino acid sequences of pA chains identical (65);
chimpanzee HbB electrophoretically identical to human HbS (66)

Hemoglobin Ay
chain

1.00

1.00

1.OO

Hemoglobin
chain

1.OO

1.OO

1.00

Fetal red cells; 16,000 MW; 146 aa; amino acid sequence of human and
chimpanzee 7 chains identical;
and Oy arep roducts of different
structural genes, differ at residue 136; A, alanine; G, glycine (67)
See hemoglobin

1.OO

1.OO

1.00

Red cells; 16,000 MW; 146 aa; human and chimpanzee electrophoretic
mobilities identical, but one amino acid difference at position 125:
humane 6, methionine; chimpanzee 6, valine ( 8 )

1.00

1.00

1.00

Red cells; H and M subunits each 34,000 MW; 330 aa; citrate-phosphate, p H 6.0, starch electrophoresis (69); three intermediate bands of
five-band, tetrameric electrophoretic pattern have different mobilities for
humans and chimpanzees, because of difference i n M polypeptide (70)

Hemoglobin p
chain; N = 108
HbPA

Hbgs=B

Oy

Hemoglobin 6
chain
Lactate dehydrogenase
H (1.1.1.27); N -. 74

Lactate dehydrogenase
M (1.1.1.27); N = 74
ldh Ma
ldh M"
Malate dehydrogenase
(cytoplasmic)
(1.1.1.37); N = 88

1.00
0

See lactate dehydrogenase H

1.OO

Red cells; two subunits, each 34,000 MW; 330 aa; see LDH for procedures; polymorphic in some human populations (71)

Methemglobin reductase
(1.6.99); N = 86
MR1
MRa

1.00
0

Red cells; tris-citrate, p H 6.8, starch electrophoresis (72) distinguishes
human and chimpanzee enzymes, no difference with tris-EDTA, p H
9.3, electrophoresis (56, 73)

Myoglobin

1.00

Muscle; 16,900 MW; 153 aa; tryptic and chymotryptic peptides of cyanmethemoglobin electrophoretically identical at p H 8.6 (74), but at
position 116, human has glutarnine, chimpanzee has histidine (7)

Peptidase A
(3.4.3.2); N = 63
PepA1 and PepA'
PepA=

0.99
0.01

Red cells; two subunits, each 46,000 MW,
400 aa; tris-maleate, p H
7.4 starch electrophoresis, leucyl-glycine substrate (65); PepA1 and
PepAr not distinguishable in red blood cell lysates (75)

Peptidase C
(3.4.3.2) ; N = 63
PepC1
PepC4

0.99
0.01

565 aa; see peptidase A for procedures;
Red cells; 65,000 MW;
polymorphism in human populations (76)

-

-

Phosphoglucomutase 1 I/
(2.7.5.1); N = 168
PGM?
0.77
PGMI2
0.23
PGMIP""
0

-

540 aa; trisRed cells; subunits PGM, and PGM, each 62,000 MW;
maleate-EDTA, p H 7.4, starch electrophoresis (16, 55, 61, 77)

Phosphoglucomutase 2
(2.7.5.1); N = 168
PGM$
1.OO
PGMZ8
<< 0.01
6-Phosphogluconate
dehydrogenase
(1.1.1.44); N = 86
PGDA
PGDC
Phosphohexose
isomerase
(5.3.1.9); N = 86
PHP
PHI"

0.96
0.04

Red cells; two subunits, each 40,000 MW; 350 aa; see G6PD for
procedures; chimpanzee allele electrophoretically identical to human
"Canning" variant (55)

1 .OO

Red cells; two subunits, each 66,000 MW; 580 aa; tris-citrate, p H 8.0,
starch electrophoresis (56); chimpanzee protein has slower mobility,
both cathodally migrating (78)

0

Suoeroxide
dishutase A
(indophenol oxidase)
(1.15.1.1); N = 64

1.OO

Triosephosphate
isomerase A (5.3.1.1)

1.00

Triosephosphate
isomerase B (5.3.1.1)

1.00

110

See phosphoglucomutase 1

1.00

1.OO

Red blood cells; two subunits, each 16,300 MW; 158 aa (68); see phosphoglucomutase for procedure
Fibroblasts; dimers 48,000 MW; each polypeptide 248 aa (79); p polypeptide found only in hominoids.

1.OO

1.00

See triosephosphate isomerase A
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Locus ( i )
and allele ( i )

- Allele frequency
Human*
(XZ~)

Probability
Comments and referencesf

Chimpanzee
(YQ)

(S,)

Secreted proteins
orl-Acid glycoprotein
(orosomucoid); N = 123
0.32
0 68

OF
OF

Albumin; N = 123
AlbA
AlbP""
al-Antitrypsin; N = 123
Pix

PiF
PiS
pip""

Ceruloplasmin;
N = 123
CpA and CpPu"
CpB
CP"
Thlrd comvonent of
123
complement; N
~'31:~
~ 7 2 ~ s
C'3"
C'3P""

-

Group-specific
component; N = 206
Gcl
Gc"
G~PU)L

asas-Glycoprotein;
N = 123
GlyA
Gly
Haptoglobin a chain;
N = 300
HP,'
Hpa2
HpaPaJL

0
1.OO

-

Plasma; 69,000 MW.
580 aa; tris-citrate, p H 5.5, cellulose acetate
electrophoresis; acrilamide electrophoresis, p H 8.9; chimpanzee protein
slower mobility. immunological difference detected by microcomplement
fixation (10, 42); rare polymorphic alleles in human populations (82)

0.95
0.03
0.02
0

Plasma; 49,000 MW;
380 aa; anodal well buffer is citrate-phosphate,
p H 4.5; cathodal well buffer is borate-NaOH, p H 9.0; gel buffer is
tris-citrate, p H 4.8; starch electrophoresis (56); acrylamide electrophoresis, pH 8.9; polymorphism in human populations (83)

0.0 1
0.98
0.01

Plasma; eight subunits, each 17,000 MW; -. 150 aa; acrylamide electrophoresis, p H 8.9; possible adaptive significance of polymorphism
in human populations (84)

0.12
0.87
0.01
0

Plasma; total MW 240,000; acrylamide electrophoresis, p H 8.9; polymorphism in human populations detectable by high voltage electrophoresis (85)

0.74
0.26
0

I'lasma; two subun~ts,each 25,000 MW;
220 aa; acrylamide electrophoresis, p H 8.9; human Gc 2-2 and chimpanzee protein similar o n
acrylamide, chimpanzee slightly faster on starch o r immunoelectrophoresis (86)

1.oo
0

Plasma; 49,000 MW;

0.36
0.64
0

Plasma; d chain is 8,900 MW, 83 aa; aQhain is 16,000 MW, 142 aa;
p chain is 36,000 to 40,000 MW; 330 aa; acrylamide electrophoresis,
pH 8.9; borate-NaOH well buffer and tris-citrate gel buffer, p H 8.6,
starch electrophoresi3 (56); chimpanzee H p shares six human H p
1-1 and eight Hp 2-2 antigenic determinants; Hp' evolved since human.
chimpanzee divergence (87)

-

-

ElPat%

Transferrin; N = 133
Homo: T f c
TfD'
Pan:
Tf"
TfB
TfC
TfD
TfE

* Allelic

- 400 aa; acrylamide electrophoresis, p H 8.9 (15)

-

See haptoglobin a chain
Milk; 14,400 MW; 130 aa; starch gel electrophoresis, p H 5.3 (88)

Xm"

Ep

Glycoprotein in plasma; carbohydrate > 50 percent; 44,100 MW; 181 aa;
acrylamide electrophoresis, p H 8.9 (see text); polymorphism in
human vo~ulations
detectable at U H 2.9 (80); isoelectric point is
1.82 for human and chirnpanzee proteins, but proteins differ by quantitative precivitin analysis (81)

0
1.OO

Haptoglobin p
chain; N = 300
Lysozyme
lzm"
lzmB

Plasma cholinesterase
(3.1.1.8); N = 111

0.68

Plasma; four subunits, each 196,000 MW; acrylamide electrophoresis,
p H 8.9; X-linked antigenic polymorphism observed in human populations (89) but not detectable by electrophoresis; human and chimpanzee proteins immunologically indistinguishable (14)

-

1.oo
0

0
1.oo

Plasma; four subunits, each
87,000 MW; see esterase A, for procedures; chimpanzee protein has four components with faster mobilities
than analogous human components (15)

0.99
0.01
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0.08
0.06
0.70
0.15
0.02

650 aa; acrylamide electrophoresis,
Plasma; 73,000 to 92,000 MW;
p H 8.9; tris-glycine, p H 8.4, cellulose acetate electrophoresis (77, 90)

-

frequencies for human populations are calculated from data silmrnarized by Nei and Koychoudhury (28). Sarnple sizes generally greater than
1000. Only alleles with frequency
0.01 are listed. The relative sizes of racial groups were estimated to be Caucasian, 45 percent; Black African, 10
percent; and Mongoloid-Amerind (combined), 45 Percent.
i- See Eq. 2 in text.
SGiven in this colun~n are: the tissue used, polypeptide chain
length, electrophoretic conditions, and references to previous stud~eson People and chimpanzees. Genetic, population, and physiological studies of most
human red cell and plasma proteins are summarized by Giblett (56) or Harris (91); studies of plasma proteins are summarized by Schultze and Heremans (92). References are for additional studies of chimpanzee or human proteins.
$ Not included in identity calculations.
/ I Notation for the
chimpanzee alleles at the P G M , locus differs in publishhed surveys. Ours is as follows: PGM,''all (which is chitnpanzec PGM;, of Goodmen and co-workers and PGMlpa" of Schmitt and co-workers) is the allele with slowest electrophoretic mobility; P G M 1 (which is human P G M 1 the chimpanzee PGM,1 of
Schniitt, and the chimpanzee PGM,2 of Goodman) is intermediate; ant1 PGM12 (found only in human populations) has the fisiest mobility.
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111

systems used in this study is about 0.27
(18).
If we assume that, at a particular
amino acid site on a given protein.
amino acid substitutions have occurred
(i) independently and (ii) at random
with respect to species since the evolutionary divergence of humans and chimpanzees, then the number of proteins
that have accumulated r amino acid
substitutions since this divergence approximates a Poisson variate ( 1 9 ) . That
is, the probability that r substitutions
have accumulated in a particular polypeptide is
(mc)' e-'"'
p r!

Probability of identity (Si)

T

where 1 n is the expected number of
amino acid substitutions per polypeptide (the mean of the Poisson distribution), and c is the proportion of those
substitutions that are electrophoretically
detectable. The probability that the
polypeptides are electrophoretically
identical (that is, that n o electrophoretically detectable substitutions have occurred) is 0.52. Therefore,

Thus m c = 0.65 and the expected number of amino acid differences per polypeptide is
F o r comparative purposes, this value
can also be expressed in terms of the
expected number of amino acid differences per 1000 amino acids. The average number of amino acids per polypeptide for all the proteins analyzed
electrophoretically is 293 27 (standard error). Therefore the expected degree of amino acid difference between
human and chimpanzee is

*

substitutions per 1000 sites, with a range
(within one standard error) of 7.5 to
9.1 differences per 1000 amino acids.
The estimate based on amino acid sequencing and immunological comparisons (Eq. 1 ) agrees well with this cstimate. Both estimates indicate that the
average human protein is more than
99 percent identical in amino acid sequence to its chimpanzee homolog
(20).
Comparison of n~tcleicacids. Another

method of comparing genomes is nucleic acid hybridization. Several workers have compared the thermostability
of human-chimpanzee hybrid D N A
formed in vitro with the thermostability

Fig. 2. Electrophoretic comparison of 43
proteins from humans and chimpanzees.
The probability of identity ( S f ) represents
the likelihood that at locus i, human and
chimpanzee alleles will appear electrophoretically identical.

of D N A from each species separately.
By this criterion, human and chimpanzee mitochondria1 DNA's appear identical ( 2 1 ) . Working with "nonrepeated"
D N A sequences, Kohne has estimated
that human-chimpanzee hybrid DNA
dissociates at a temperature ( A T )
l.S°C lower than the dissociation temperature of reannealed human D N A
( 2 2 ) . Hoyer et nl., on the other hand,
have estimated that A T equals O.T°C
for human-chimpanzee hybrid D N A
(23). If A T is the difference in dissociation temperature of reannealed human
D N A and human-chimpanzee hybrid
D N A prepared in vitro, then the percentage of nucleic acid sequence difference is k x AT where the calibration
factor k has been variously estimated as
1.5, 1.0, 0.9, o r 0.45 (22, 2 4 ) . Based
on k being 1.0 and AT being l,l°C,
the nucleic acid sequence difference of
human and chimpanzee D N A is about
1.1 percent. In a length of D N A 3000
bases long (representing 1000 amino
acids), there will be about 0.011 X
3000, or 33 nucleotide sequence differences between the two species.
The evidence from the DNA annealing experiments indicates that there
may be more difference at the nucleic
acid level than at the protein level in
human and chimpanzee genomes. For
every amino acid sequence difference
observed, about four base differences
are observed in the D N A . Li et nl. (25)
found the same distinction between
amino acid and nucleic acid differences
in the tryptophan synthetase of several
bacterial species: the nucleic acid se-

quences were about three times as different as the amino acid sequences. A
similar result has been observed in
three related R N A bacteriophages, as
well as in studies of the relative rates
of D N A and protein evolution in cow,
pig, and sheep (26).
There are a number of probable reasons for this discrepancy (25, 2 6 ) .
First, more changes may appear in
D N A than in proteins because of the
ledundancy of the code and consequently the existence of third-position
nucleotide changes which do not lead
to amino acid substitutions. The nature
of the code indicates that if first-, second-, and third-position substitutions
were equally likely to persist, then about
30 to 40 percent of potential base
replacements in a cistron would not be
reflected in the coded protein; that is.
1.4 to 1.7 base substitutions would occur for each amino acid substitution
(27). However, it is likely that a larger
proportion of the actual base substitutions in a cistron are third-position
changes, since base substitutions that
do not affect amino acid sequence are
more likely to spread through a population. In addition, many of the nucleic
acid substitutions may have occurred
in regions of the D N A that are not
transcribed and are therefore not conserved during evolution. Proteins analyzed by electrophoresis, sequencing,
o r microcomplement fixation techniques, on the other hand, all have
definite cellular functions and may
therefore have been conserved to a
greater extent during evolution.

Genetic Distal~ceand the
Evolution of Organisn~s
The resemblance between human and
chimpanzee macromolecules has been
measured by protein sequencing, immunology, electrophoresis, and nucleic
acid hybridization. From each of these
rcsults we can obtain an estimate of
the genetic distance between humans
and chimpanzees. Some of the same
approaches have been used to estimate
the genetic distance between other taxa.
so that these estimates may be compared to the human-chimpanzee genetic distance.
First, we consider genetic distance
estimated from electrophoretic data,
using the standard estimate of net codon
differences per locus developed by Nei
and Roychoudhury (28). Other indices
have been suggested for handling electrophoretic data (29) and give the same
SCIENCE, VOL. 188

qualitative results, though somewhat different underlying assumptions are required. Nei and Roychoudhury's
standard estimate of genetic distance
between humans and chimpanzees can
be written:

where
Drlc = - loges

according to the notation of Table 2
and Eqs. 3 and 3. Therefore, D is an
estimate of the variability between human and chimpanzee populations
(D,,,),
corrected for the variability
within human populations (D1,) and
within chimpanzee populations (Dc).
D c and D, are also measurements of
the degree of heterozygosity in human
and chimpanzee populations ( 3 0 ) .
Based on the data of Table 2, D,,, is
0.65, D, is 0.02, and D,, is 0.05, so
that:

In other words, there is an average of
0.62 electrophoretically detectable codon differences per locus between
homologous human and chimpanzee
proteins.
This distance is 3 5 to 60 times greater
than the genetic distance between human races (28, 3 1 ) . I n fact, the genetic
distance between Caucasian, Black African, and Japanese populations is less
than o r equal to that between morphologically and behaviorally identical populations of other species. I n addition,
these three human populations are
equally distant from the chimpanzee
lineage (Fig. 3 ) .
However, with respect to genetic distances between species, the humanchimpanzee D value is extraordinarily
small, corresponding to the genetic distance between sibling species of Drosophila o r mammals (Fig. 4 ) . Nonsibling species within a genus (referred to
in the figure as congeneric species) generally differ more from each other, by
electrophoretic criteria, than humans
and chimpanzees. T h e genetic distances
among species from different genera
are considerably larger than the humanchimpanzee genetic distance.
The genetic distance between two
species measured by D N A hybridization
also indicates that human beings and
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panzees. The genetic distances are based
Genetic d~stance
on electrophoretic comparison of proteins.
The genetic distances among the three major human populations ( D = 0.01 to 0.02)
that have been tested are extremely small compared to those between humans and
chimpanzees (D = 0.62). No human population is significantly closer than another
to the chimpanzee lineage. The vertically hatched area between the three human
lineages indicates that the populations are not really separate, owing to gene flow.
Fig. 4 (right). The genetic distance, D , between humans and chimpanzees (dashed line)
compared to the genetic distances between other taaa. Taxa compared include several
species of Drosophilu [ D . willisio~~i
(94), L). paulistorurn (95), and D . pseudoobscura
( 9 6 ) ] , the horseshoe crab Liinulus poiyplien~us (97), salamanders from the genus
Tariclra (98), l~zardsfrom the genus Ai~olis (99), the teleost fish Astyailas mexicanus
( l o o ) , bats ftom the genus L C I J ~ N(IOl),
~ U S and several genera of rodents [Mus,
Sigjnodo~~,Diporiomys, Perornyscits, and TI~otnomys (99), Geomys (101 ), and
Apocfeinus (IOZ)]. Selander and Johnson (99) summarize most of the data used in
this figure. The great majolity of protcins in these studies are intracellular.
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chimpanzees are as similar as sibling
species of other organisms. The difference in dissociation temperature, AT,
between reannealed human D N A and
human-chimpanzee hybrid D N A is
about l.l°C. However, for sibling species of Drosophila, A T is 3°C; for congeneric species of Drosophila, AT is
19°C; and for congeneric species of
mice ( M u ) , AT is 5 ° C (32).
Immunological and amino acid sequence comparisons of proteins lead
to the same conclusion. Antigenic differences among the serum proteins of
congeneric squirrel species are several
times greater than those between humans and chimpanzees (33). Moreover, antigenic differences among the
albumins of congeneric frog species
(Rnna and H y l a ) are 30 to 3 0 times
greater than those between the two
hominoids (34, 3 5 ) . I n addition, the
genetic distances among Hyla species,
estimated electrophoretically, are far
larger than the chimpanzee-human genetic distance (36). Finally, the human
and chimpanzee j3 chains of hemoglobin
appear to have identical sequences (Table l ) , while the /3 chains of two Rana
species differ by at least 29 amino acid
substitutions (37). In summary, the
genetic distance between humans and
chimpanzees is well within the range
found f o r sibling species of other organisms.
T h e molecular similarity between
chimpanzees and humans is extraordinary because they differ far more than
sibling species in anatomy and way of
life. Although humans and chimpanzees
are rather similar in the structure of
the thorax and arms, they differ substantially not only in brain size but also

in the anatomy of the pelvis, foot, and
jaws, as well as in relative lengths of
limbs and digits (38). Humans and
chinlpanzees also differ significantly in
many other anatomical respects, to the
extent that nearly every bone in the
body of a chimpanzee is readily distinguishable in shape o r size from its
human counterpart (38). Associated
with these anatomical differences there
are, of course, major differences in
posture (see cover picture), mode of
locomotion, methods of procuring food,
and means of communication. Because
of these major differences in anatomy
and way of life, biologists place the
two species not just in separate genera
but in separate fanlilies ( 3 9 ) . So it
appears that molecular and organismal
methods of evaluating the chimpanzeehuman difference yield quite different
conclusions ( 4 0 ) .
A n evolutionary perspective further
illustrates the contrast between the results of the molecular and organismal
approaches. Since the time that the
ancestor of these two species lived, the
chimpanzee lineage has evolved slowly
relative to the human lineage, in terms
of anatomy and adaptive strategy. According to Simpson (41 ) :
is the terminus of a conservative
lineage, retaining in a general way an
anatomical and adaptive facies common
to all recent hominoids except Homo.
Efonzo is both anatomically and adaptively
the most radically distinctive of all hominoids, divergent to a degree considered
familial by all primatologists.
Part

This concept is illustrated in the lefthand portion of Fig. 5. However, at
the macromolecular level, chimpanzees
and humans seem to have evolved

Fig. 5. The contrast between
PAN
H O M O PAN
HOMO
biological evolution and molecular evolution since the divergence of the human and chimpanzee lineages from a common
ancestor. As shown on the left,
Organ~smal
Macromolecular
zoological evidence indicates
change
sequence
that far more biological change
change
has taken place in the human
lineage ( y ) than in the chimpanzee lineage ( y > x); this illustration is adapted from
that of Simpson (41). As shown on the right, both protein and nucleic acid evidence
indicate that as much change has occurred in chimpanzee genes ( w ) as in human
genes ( 2 ) .
at similar rates (Fig. 5, right). For example, human and chimpanzee albumins
are equally distinct immunologically
from the albumins of other hominoids
(gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon) (10,
42, 4 3 ) , and human and chimpanzee
DNA's differ to the same degree from
DNA's of other hominoids (21, 22).
Construction of a phylogenetic tree for
primate myoglobins shows that the single amino acid difference between the
sequences of human and chimpanzee
inyoglobin occurred in the chimpanzee lineage ( 7 ) . Analogous reasoning
indicates that the single amino acid difference between the sequences of human and chimpanzee hemoglobin 8
chains arose in the human lineage ( 8 ) .
It appears that lllolecular change has
accumulated in the two lineages at
approximately equal rates, despite a
striking difference in rates of organismal
evolution. Thus, the major adaptive
shift which took place in the human
lineage was probably not accompanied
by accelerated protein or D N A evolution.
Such an observation is by no means
peculiar to the case of hominid evolution. It appears to be a general rule
that anaton~icallyconservative lineages,
such as frogs, have experienced as much
sequence evolution as have lineages
that have undergone rapid evolutionary
changes in anatomy and way of life
(34, 35, 44).

Molecular Basis for the Evolution
of Organisms

The contrasts between organismal
and molecular evolution indicate that
the two processes are to a large extent
independent of one another. Is it possible, therefore, that species diversity
results from molecular changes other
than sequence differences in proteins?
It has been suggested by Ohno (45) and
others (46) that major anatomical
changes usually result from mutations
affecting the expression of genes. Ac-

cording to this hypothesis, small differences in the time of activation or in
the level of activity of a single gene
could in principle influence considerably
the systems controlling embryonic development. The organismal differences
between chimpanzees and humans
would then result chiefly from genetic
changes in a few regulatory systems,
while amino acid substitutions in general would rarely be a key factor in
major adaptive shifts.
Regulatory mutations may be of at
least two types. First, point mutations
could affect regulatory genes. Wucleotide substitutions in a promoter or
operator gene would affect the production, but not the amino acid sequence,
of proteins in that operon. Nucleotide
substitutions in a structural gene coding
for a regulatory protein such as a repressor, hormone, or receptor protein,
could bring about amino acid substitutions, altering the regulatory properties
of the protein. However, we suspect
that only a minor fraction of the substitutions which accumulate in regulatory proteins would be likely to alter
their regulatory properties.
Second, the order of genes on a
chromosome may change owing to inversion, translocation, addition or deletion of genes, as well as fusion or fission
of chromosomes. These gene rearrangements may have important effects on
gene expression (47), though the biochemical mechanisms involved are
obscure. Evolutionary changes in gene
order occur frequently. Microscopic
studies of Drosophila salivary chromosomes show, as a general rule, that no
two species have the same gene order
and that inversions are the commonest
type of gene rearrangement (48). Furthermore, there is a parallel between
rate of gene rearrangement and rate
of anatomical evolution in the three
major groups of vertebrates that have
been studied in this respect, namely
birds, mammals, and frogs (46). Hence
gene rearrangements may be more important than point mutations as sources

for evolutionary changes in gene regulation.
Although humans and chimpanzees
have rather similar chromosome numbers, 46 and 48, respectively, the arrangement of genes on chimpanzee
chromosomes differs from that on human chromosomes. Only a small proportion of the chromosomes have identical banding patterns in the two species.
The banding studies indicate that at
least 10 large inversions and translocations and one chromosomal fusion
have occurred since the two lineages
diverged (49). Further evidence for
the possibility that chimpanzees and
humans differ considerably in gene
arrangement is provided by annealing
studies with a purified D N A fraction.
An RNA which is complementary in
sequence to this DNA apparently anneals predominantly at a cluster of
sites on a single human chromosome,
but at widely dispersed sites on several chimpanzee chromosomes (50).
The arrangement of chromosomal sites
at which ribosomal RNA anneals may
also differ between the two species (50).
Biologists are still a long way from
understanding gene regulation in mammals (51), and only a few cases of
regulatory mutations are now known
(52). New techniques for detecting
regulatory differences at the molecular
level are required in order to test the
hypothesis that organismal differences
between individuals, populations, or
species result mainly from regulatory
differences. When the regulation of gene
expression during embryonic development is more fully understood, molecular biology will contribute more significantly to our understanding of the
evolution of whole organisms. Most important for the future study of human
evolution would be the demonstration
of differences between apes and humans
in the timing of gene expression during
development, particularly during the
development of adaptively crucial organ
systems such as the brain.

Summary and Conclusions

The comparison of human and chimpanzee macromolecules leads to several
inferences:
I ) Amino acid sequencing, immunological, and electrophoretic methods of
protein comparison yield concordant
estimates of genetic resemblance. These
approaches all indicate that the average
human polypeptide is more than 99 perSCIENCE, VOL. 188

cent identical to its chimpanzee counterpart.
2) Nonrepeated DNA sequences differ
more than amino acid sequences. A
large proportion of the nucleotide differences between the two species may
be ascribed to redundancies in the genetic code or to differences in nontranscribed regions.
3) The genetic distance between humans and chimpanzees, based on electrophoretic comparison of proteins
encoded by 44 loci is very small, corresponding to the genetic distance between sibling species of fruit flies or
mammals. Results obtained with other
biochemical methods are consistent with
this conclusion. However, the substantial anatomical and behavioral differences between humans and chimpanzees
have led to their classification in separate families. This indicates that macromolecules and anatomical or behavioral
features of organisms can evolve at
independent rates.
4) A relatively small number of genetic changes in systems controlling the
expression of genes may account for
the major organismal differences between humans and chimpanzees. Some
of these changes may result from the
rearrangement of genes on chromosomes rather than from point mutations
(53).
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